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Responsibility Apple Tree
Helps adults encourage and support children as they learn to take

care of their personal items and shared items.

What Children Will Learn
the word responsible can be a “big” word for children to understand.

However, when adults help children to see what responsible behaviors

look like, they soon learn to understand what the word means and,

more important, how to carry out such behaviors themselves. by

providing children with a visual, this activity helps children to see how

their responsible behaviors can create growth in themselves, friends,

family, and even a tree!

Social and Emotional Skills Supported
attachment, initiative, and Self-control

Materials Needed
colored construction paper

large brown paper

What to Do 
u introduce the word “responsibility” as “taking care of ourselves and

each other,” “being kind to each other,” “helping,” “caring for our

classroom and materials,” and so on. 

u Help the children understand that in their class, the responsibility

tree will grow if they help take care of themselves, each other, and

their classroom. 

u invite the children to help you trace and cut a tree shape, branches,

and apples from the colored paper. 

u explain that the responsibility apple tree will grow new apples each

time they demonstrate responsible behavior. 

u it is a good idea to have a basket of pre-cut apples readily available

to record the great “growing” that is sure to take place. 

u each time you see one or more of the children act responsibly,

reward them by adding a new apple to the responsibility apple

tree. Write the friendly behavior on the apple tree (no names are

necessary). be sure to talk to the children about what happened to

help the apple tree grow.

u to let children know responsible behavior is not just for them,

encourage the children to add apples to the tree when they 

see adults, peers, and others in their environment showing

responsible behavior. 

Social & Emotional Lenses

try not to focus on negative

behaviors; instead, catch

children using friendly and

positive behaviors! 

NoTE: a great song to 

share during this activity 

is “three rules” available 

for download by visiting:

http://shop.childreninc.org/

song-three-rules-p-97.html. 

the lyrics of this song can be

used to give children examples

of responsible behaviors that 

fall under the categories of

taking care of ourselves, 

taking care of our friends, 

and taking care of our School.   
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Responsibility Apple Tree

try this activity at home to reinforce what your child is learning about being responsible.

What Your Child Will Learn

the word responsible can be a “big” word for children to understand. However, when you help your

child to see what responsible behaviors look like, she will soon learn to understand what the word

means and, more important, how to carry out such behaviors herself. by providing her with a visual, this

activity helps her understand how her responsible behaviors can create growth!

Materials Needed

colored construction paper

large brown paper

What to Do

u introduce the word “responsibility” as meaning “taking care of ourselves and each other,” “being

kind to each other,” “helping,” “caring for our home and toys,” and so on. 

u Help your child understand that in your home, your responsibility tree will grow if we all help take

care of ourselves, each other, and our home.

u invite your child to help you trace and cut a tree shape, branches, and apples from the colored

paper. 

u explain that the responsibility apple tree will grow new apples each time someone in the family

demonstrates responsible behavior.

u each time your child acts responsibly, add a new apple to the responsibility apple tree. Write the

date on the apple and describe the friendly behavior.

u Have a basket of pre-cut apples ready to record the great “growing” that is sure to take place. 

u to let your child know responsible behavior is not just for her, encourage her to add apples to the

tree when she sees adults, siblings, and others in the home showing responsible behavior. 

*you can download this activity and the other at-home activities in this book at 

www.centerforresilientchildren.org/SSeS. 
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